
Dress Sale Buyer FAQ: 

 
• You do not need to be an SESS member to purchase items. If you have friends at other 

rinks, please feel free to invite them to come to this in-person sale. 

• Locker Rooms will be available for trying on items. 

• All sales are final, and the condition of all items is “AS IS” so please check the garments 

carefully before purchase. 

• We are encouraging the use of Venmo for purchases, but some sellers may also be 

willing to accept cash or checks 

• If paying by check, bring multiple checks, as each seller will need to be paid directly. 

• Sellers may or may not be present, and volunteers may not always be able to answer 

questions about all the dresses, but will do their best to help you with questions. 

• Item prices will cover a large range, and are set by the seller. Tights and some 

shirts/spotlight costumes could start as low as $5, most freestyle skating competition 

dresses probably in the $25-$100 range, with some custom dresses priced higher 

depending on intricacy and beading/crystals. Just like in regular clothing, adult sizes 

typically cost more than junior/youth sizes. 

• Sellers set their prices, and volunteers working the sale will likely not have any power to 

negotiate. 

• There will be costumes that were used for artistic/spotlight and previous team 

programs. These costumes are fun, and great for additional skating events like 

spotlight/artistic/interpretive and jump & Spin, but are not usually recommended for 

freestyle programs. If you are looking for a freestyle (main program) dress, ask before 

purchasing. Skirt length and fit can also be issues, so if you have questions, please feel 

free to ask one of the parents (or Dawn!) working the sale for advice. 

• There is often lots of great practice clothes and athletic apparel available. Brands will 

likely include Lululemon, Athleta Girl, Ivviva, Chloe Noel and Mondor among others. 

These items are usually a VERY good bargain. 

 


